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About This Game

World-famous red-haired adventurer Adol Christin awakens in the unfamiliar land of Celceta, remembering nothing more than
his own name. Bereft of his past, Adol explores the town he happened to wander into, searching for any clues at all to his

identity. Joined by a thief who claims to have spent some time at his side these past weeks, the young adventurer helps rescue
doomed miners from a collapse – an act which ingratiates him to the local Romun Army general. Impressed with their skills, the
pair is enlisted to explore the Great Forest of Celceta and map its vast expanses – a task which many have attempted in the past,

but from which none have ever returned alive.

Eager to unravel the mystery of his past and the cause of his predicament, Adol sets off with his new-old thief friend, Duren, to
chart the untamed wilderness that claimed his memories. Along the way he meets numerous other individuals who seem to have

encountered him before, and must carefully determine who among them can be trusted.

Developer Nihon Falcom originally revisited the land and characters of Japanese cult favorite Ys IV in 2012 with Ys:
Memories of Celceta on the PlayStation Vita, and the game found its way to North America the following year. Now, this re-

envisioning moves from the small screen to PC monitors, with a bevy of updates and enhancements to fully take advantage of its
new platform.

Featuring a unique take on the party-based combat system that’s come to define modern Ys titles, as well as one of the largest
and most varied overworlds in the series’ long and illustrious history, Ys: Memories of Celceta brings a greater sense of

adventure to the Ys universe than ever before, with this PC iteration serving as the definitive version of one of the franchise’s
most pivotal entries.
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Key Features

Fully Enjoy the Land of Celceta with a Host of PC Enhancements
This remaster comes with a wide range of HD resolutions, fixed framerates up to 120 fps with the option to unlock the
framerate altogether, fully customizable control bindings, fully integrated mouse support, and more!

Explore One of the Most Expansive Locales in the Series’ History
The overworld of Celceta metes out battle and exploration in equal measure, accompanied by a robust mapping system
with customizable waypoints and clear, detailed icons that aid the journey of Adol and company through this mysterious
new land where enigmas and obstacles wait around every bend.

Experience a Crucial Cornerstone of Ys Lore
The events that occur over the course of Ys: Memories of Celceta’s lengthy campaign serve as some of the most
important and far-reaching in the franchise, yet remain entirely self-contained so even series newcomers can fully enjoy
the story.

Throw Down the Gauntlet in Time Attack and Boss Rush Modes
Fan-favorite Time Attack mode returns, complete with its ultimate Boss Rush challenge, pitting Adol alone against
implacable foes or allowing for full-on party combat to keep the battle going well after the main story has been
completed. Steam leaderboards have been implemented as well, accessible and viewable even in-game to see how you
stack up against other Celcetan boss-slayers around the world!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 11.0

English,Japanese
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Clever idea, unfortunately I didn't enjoy it. *. I'm a big sci-fi fan, I really wanted this to be good. Unfortunately it isn't, have a
look:

-Short and fast paced.
-No character development and too many characters. I had no attachments to anyone.
-Half a dozen alien races, poorly described. Again no attachment to anyone.
-Battles have no consequences and are way too easy. For example: aggressive tactics or passive tactics, fighters or cannons. You
have 4 options, but you just pick your highest stat and win easily. No twists or surprises, no repercussions.
-The story itself is bland and predictable.
-There's alot of choices where it asks how do you feel about your choice, what do you think others think of you. It adds nothing
to the story or your stats.
-It doesn't challenge you to try to get a good ending. You just decide what ending you want.

Overall:
-I think you should skip this one. It needed to be longer and do more.. I honestly never expected writing this good from a
fanservice-filled anime game. It might be an action-packed hack-and-slash about top-heavy ninja girls, but like seriously I did
not expect to find such a good story to accompany the gameplay and eye candy.. If you enjoy fast off road driving games, then
this may be the one for you. If you know about 1nsane, well this sticks to a similar format. In this version you start off with one
car & two races..You have to finish in the places or win to earn points to upgrade that car & more races & events. Really
enjoyable, but the only snag is NO controller/ wheel support, only XBOX 360 joypad with PC support..SAD!! I've been using
keyboard, not my style really, so gonna buy the XBOX pad and see what happens..I've only done the first 3 races, but the off
road tracks are testing (one track you do drive on roads, watch out for the on coming trucks!!)..enjoy!!. LIARS IT WAS FUN
AT FIRST I THOUGHT I COULD UNLOCK THE OTHER ANIMALS BUT THIS ISNT THE FULL GAME ITS APPOST
TO BE HALF PRICE FOR HALF GAME ITS LESS THAN HALF FOR MORE THAN HALF OF 30$ I HAVE A GOOD
REVIEW WHEN ALL ANIMALS ARE ON PC 4 FREE AND WHY DO THEY USE PENGUINS IN THE PC TUTORIALS
WHEN THERE ARE NO PENGUINS SAME AS TRAILERS ARE ANIMALS THAT ARE NOT IN GAME AND I THINK
IM THE ONLY KID THAT PURCHASED THIS WITH ALLOWANCE AND THAT RELISES THIS SRSLY IM A 11
YEAR OLD BOY PLEASE THINK OF THE CHILDREN ME IM THE CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I just recently got
a rift and was exploring VR golf for the first time. I couple of days ago I reviewed TGC VR and couldn't reconmend it because
of its extreme difficulty. That led me to this game, which I thought may be less 'sim-like'. Well, as they like to say "Be careful
what you wish for".

Firstly, this is the only VR game, app, tool, etc. that I have tried that has crashed my system. A lot. Like 3 times in 15 minutes.
Not good. When I was actually able to play a little of the game it was a trainwreck at best. There is no sense of weight to the
clubs and a feeling of being disconnected with the action. Worse, there seems to be a problem in regards to the tracking with my
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touch controllers. Several balls that I hit went BEHIND me ; most went the wrong direction of where\/how the ball was struck.
My gamespace works in everything else, including TGC, so I trhink the problem is specific to this game. When I finally made
the green the putting was as bad as I could imagine. Again, no sense of feel or touch when stricking the ball. If the ball gets up
close to the hole it concedes and you can't putt out. I hate that. Also, the hazard areas seem to be right off the green; miss by
10-15 feet and you in a 'hazard'. That's just dumb. And to top it off there's this annoying female voice that keeps nagging you
when you don't do well--which is most of the time :).

I'm not sure what Steam's refund policy is but I'm going to request one for this game, especially since it tends to crash more
often than not. I applaude the developer for making the effort and hope they work at refining the product. Maybe someday there
was be a VR golf game worth playing. But not today.. This game is on a very old SDK, not worth purchasing unless the
developer updates it. 20k points nothing to do in the game.. Really like the loco superb moddeling definitely worth the money
but has no whistle??!!
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I would give this a thumb up, but it is too repetitive and the controls are annoying. The ending had a "surprise" that was funny-
ish, which was nice. If it was only a $1.00 maybe I would change the thumb down to an up.. only downfall is no multiplayer
online. If like me, you're a fan of racing/object avoidance games, then this is the game for you!

The dynamic soundtrack paired with the nostalgic 80's aesthetic really makes for a fun game.

(It's also slightly addictive trying to get all the achievements...)

The only thing I'd really like to see is local multiplayer (on separate tracks), but other than that I really can't complain.
Great game by an awesome team of Indie Developers!

. Fun to learn the physics \/ jetpack nuances and try out various strategies for survival

bunch of different masks with various proprties with individual leaderboards for each mask

10\/10 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 asteroids. while this game is what i was looking for as in cheap drum game. The limits of the
game is why i give it a bad review and don't like it. Sure it works great and i hope people that play on my pc like family will like
it. But While it works my issues with the game are it's very limited you can read what it says. 2 scenes night and day with a
differant set of drums. So you have to beat one level to get to the next. So it's like 8 songs total. Which you can't choose till you
beat one to move to the next. The no instructions i can live with easy to figure out. but i was hopeing there was more to it like
real drums. Overall it's good but i feel ripped paying more then 4 bucks for it.. fast paced and strategical gameplay! 10/ 10.
Good quality loco, very nice sound. It's Hitman as a puzzle (one move at a time), and it works. Quite intuitive, challenging, and
fun.
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